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Executive Summary

This Article explores a theory that discrimination is a type of “unfair” practice covered by federal and state laws prohibiting unfair, deceptive (and sometimes abusive) acts and practices (“UDA(A)Ps”). An “unfair” practice is defined by statute as something “(1) likely to cause substantial injury to consumers; (2) which is not reasonably avoidable; and (3) that is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or competition.”

Discrimination fits neatly within this statutory language, and its incorporation as an unfair practice is consistent with the purposes and traditional guardrails around application of UDA(A)P law, as well as general principles in civil rights jurisprudence. Applying the “unfairness-discrimination” theory would fill important gaps in the existing patchwork of antidiscrimination laws, which currently leave large swaths of the economy unregulated and unprotected from a variety of discriminatory practices, including those with a disparate impact. By taking seriously the plain language of UDA(A)P law, federal entities like the CFPB and FTC, state attorneys general and agencies, and in some cases private individuals, could make great strides towards ensuring that entire markets and industries are not free to discriminate.
Introduction

The Biden administration has declared racial equity a top priority and directed agencies to work to end discrimination and lift barriers that restrict equal opportunities. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”), for its part, has recognized that policies in the financial services industry have caused racial inequality and announced that it will “look more broadly, beyond fair lending”—its traditional antidiscrimination purview—“to identify and root out unlawful conduct that disproportionately impacts communities of color and other vulnerable populations.”

That statement of priorities elides (or perhaps alludes to) the reality that traditional interpretations of antidiscrimination laws leave significant gaps. Discrimination—or in some cases, certain forms of discrimination—are not expressly prohibited or regulated in large swaths of our nation’s economy. The existing patchwork of antidiscrimination laws creates anomalies, even just within financial services markets. For example, financial regulatory agencies focus on credit discrimination but historically have not regulated discrimination related to other core consumer financial activities like opening checking accounts, credit reporting, or third-party debt collection. Moreover, while all antidiscrimination laws prohibit intentional discrimination (sometimes called “disparate treatment”), not all have been interpreted to prohibit “disparate impact” discrimination, which is an important tool for eliminating subtle forms of discrimination. Potential gaps are acute with respect to student financial services: there should be no room for doubt that discrimination is illegal and will be regulated with respect to predatory for-profit schools, exotic education-financing arrangements, fraudulent “financial advisory” services, student-specific consumer reporting, and third-party debt collection of student loans. Unfortunately, the current legal waters are muddy in some of these critical areas.

This Article offers a strategy for clarifying coverage and ensuring consistent enforcement—namely, confirming that discrimination is a type of “unfair” practice covered by federal and state laws prohibiting unfair, deceptive (and sometimes abusive) acts and practices (“UDA(A)Ps”). The CFPB and Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) both have authority to regulate “unfair” acts, defined as those that are: (1) likely to cause substantial injury to consumers; (2) which is not reasonably avoidable; and (3) that is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or competition. FTC Commissioner Rohit Chopra—recently nominated to be the next Director of the CFPB—has advocated this theory, noting that “[d]iscriminatory practices often are three for three, causing grievous harm that cannot be avoided.” The current Acting Chair of the FTC, Rebecca Kelly Slaughter, agrees. The Washington Attorney General also recently settled discrimination claims against Facebook under a similar unfairness theory, albeit under a state law that is not identical to federal unfairness laws.
This “unfairness-discrimination” application of UDA(A)P laws is a straightforward legal interpretation. It would also ensure that entire markets and industries are not free to discriminate. Under this application, discrimination is prohibited not just for “creditors” explicitly covered by the Equal Credit Opportunity Act (“ECOA”), but also credit reporting agencies, predatory debt counseling companies, and even ridesharing companies or other entities engaged in interstate commerce. It would bring regulating these discriminatory practices within the purview of federal agencies like the CFPB and FTC. It would also bolster enforcement by state attorneys general and regulatory agencies against discriminatory abuses by entities like predatory for-profit schools. And where permitted by state unfairness statutes, it would empower private enforcement. Finally, this application would ensure that disparate impact liability exists in these areas. In the markets where it has been applied (such as credit, employment, and housing), disparate-impact law has been a critical tool in uncovering hidden forms of discrimination and removing unnecessary barriers to equal access.

If the Biden administration and agencies like the CFPB and FTC are serious about racial equity and rooting out unlawful conduct that disproportionately impacts communities of color and other vulnerable populations, they cannot leave entire markets unregulated. Federal and state agencies could pursue this theory in enforcement and supervision immediately. The CFPB and FTC could also engage in rulemaking, which is not necessary but offers additional benefits. Regardless of the vehicle, application of the unfairness-discrimination theory would be a major step toward combating discrimination and advancing equality.
Legal Overview

Primer on UDA(A)P

The Federal Trade Commission Act ("FTC Act"), enforced by the FTC, has prohibited unfair or deceptive acts or practices in commerce for almost 70 years. Section 5 of the FTC Act prohibits, in part, "unfair . . . acts or practices in or affecting commerce." The CFPB has independent unfairness authority, granted by Title X of the Dodd-Frank Act. That authority is interpreted similarly to Section 5 of the FTC Act, and the FTC and CFPB have agreed to coordinate their rulemaking and enforcement activities to ensure consistency and avoid duplication.

Both statutes prohibit "unfair" and "deceptive" practices, and the Dodd-Frank Act separately prohibits "abusive" practices. We focus here on "unfairness" because it is an obvious fit for addressing common types of discriminatory conduct. As noted, an "unfair practice" is one that: (1) causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers; (2) the injury is not reasonably avoidable by consumers; and (3) the injury is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition. In determining whether a practice is unfair, the agencies may "consider established public policies as evidence to be considered with all other evidence," but "public policy considerations may not serve as a primary basis for such determination."

Coverage under both statutes is particularly broad. The FTC Act applies to all persons engaged in interstate commerce. Accordingly, it gives the FTC broad authority to take action against businesses that engage in unfair practices. Certain entities, such as banks, savings associations, and credit unions are exempt from FTC authority, but the banking agencies—the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation ("FDIC"), Office of the Comptroller of the Currency ("OCC"), the Federal Reserve Board ("Board"), and the National Credit Union Administration ("NCUA")—have authority to enforce Section 5 of the FTC Act for the institutions they supervise.

The CFPB's UDAAP authority generally covers any person (or affiliate or service provider) that offers any consumer financial product or service, which is broadly defined. It includes not only credit transactions but also services related to leases, real estate settlements, deposit-taking, transmitting funds, stored value or payment instruments, check cashing, payment processing, financial advisory services like credit counseling and debt management, collecting and providing consumer report information, debt collection, and more. This breadth was in part a congressional response to structural flaws in the financial system prior to Dodd-Frank, including that consumer financial protection was not the primary focus of any single agency and that diffuse responsibilities across agencies had led to regulatory arbitrage and lax regulation in certain areas.
States also have important UDAP authority and can enforce unfairness laws in a variety of ways. First, state attorneys general have authority under Section 1042 of the Dodd-Frank Act to enforce the Act’s UDAAP provisions against non-banks and state-chartered financial institutions under their jurisdiction. Second, states have their own UDAP laws on the books, which state attorneys general can enforce. Some of these state UDAP statutes include private rights of action, which present opportunities to litigate emerging unfairness issues. However, state UDAP law varies, and may have significant gaps. Section 1042 and the fact that many states interpret their statutes in light of federal law, can help fill some of those gaps.

**Primer on Antidiscrimination Laws**

Unlike federal unfairness law, which reaches across most markets and entities, antidiscrimination law is a patchwork of statutes that often overlap and complement each other, but also leaves notable gaps. A complete survey of antidiscrimination law is beyond the scope of this Article, but the following provides an overview.

**Disparate Treatment and Disparate Impact**

As an initial matter, the two traditional forms of discrimination liability are disparate treatment and disparate impact. Disparate treatment occurs when an entity explicitly or intentionally treats people differently based on prohibited factors, such as race, national origin, or sex. Unlike disparate treatment, disparate impact does not require any showing of intent to discriminate or that the protected characteristic was considered at all by the defendant. Instead, the focus of disparate impact is on effects and outcomes. Generally, unlawful disparate impact occurs when a (1) facially neutral policy or practice disproportionately harms members of protected classes, and either (2) the policy or practice does not advance a legitimate interest, or (3) is not the least discriminatory way to serve that interest.

Disparate-impact law has been critical in reducing inequalities in the contexts where it has been applied. As explained below, however, not all antidiscrimination laws have been interpreted to prohibit disparate impact, which significantly limits their effectiveness in combating persistent discrimination.

**Survey of Antidiscrimination Laws**

First, ECOA is the primary federal statute prohibiting credit discrimination. ECOA makes it unlawful for “any creditor” to “discriminate against any applicant, with respect to any aspect of a credit transaction” on the basis of membership in a protected class: race, color, religion, national origin, sex (including sexual orientation and gender identity), marital status, age, receipt of public assistance, or the good faith exercise of any right under the Consumer Credit Protection Act. Regulation B, which implements ECOA, makes clear that the antidiscrimination protections also prohibit practices that could discourage “prospective applicants” from
applying for credit. For a transaction to be covered by ECOA, then, it must include involvement of a “creditor,” an “applicant” or “prospective applicant,” and “credit” as defined by ECOA and Regulation B. ECOA prohibits both disparate treatment and disparate impact.

Second, the FHA, among other things, prohibits any person or other entity from discriminating in housing (including in residential real estate transactions) because of race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin. Similar to ECOA, the FHA prohibits discriminatory advertising. Because some real estate-related transactions are also credit transactions (for example, home mortgages), certain transactions are covered by both the FHA and ECOA. Like ECOA, the FHA prohibits both disparate treatment and disparate impact.

ECOA and the FHA are the two main antidiscrimination statutes enforced by federal regulatory agencies such as the CFPB, FTC, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”), the Department of Justice (“DOJ”), and prudential financial regulatory agencies such as the OCC, FDIC, the Board, and the NCUA. Not all these agencies enforce both statutes (for example, the CFPB and FTC do not have authority over the FHA, while HUD does not have authority over ECOA), and their jurisdiction over matters falling under each varies significantly.

Third, sections of the Civil Rights Act of 1866 also prohibit discriminatory conduct. Section 1981 guarantees to “[a]ll persons within the jurisdiction of the United States” the same right as “white citizens” to “make and enforce contracts.” Section 1981 prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, alienage, ethnicity, ancestry, certain religions, and color. Section 1982 has a similar scope, and prohibits intentional discrimination in real and personal property transactions. Both statutes apply to credit and other financial arrangements. These statutes often overlap with ECOA and the FHA (and other antidiscrimination statutes, such as Title VII), but are both broader and narrower in coverage. They are broader in that they are not limited to credit or housing. However, disparate impact is not cognizable under either statute. They also protect fewer classes, and they are not enforced or administered by federal regulatory agencies.

Fourth, some antidiscrimination laws apply only to entities that receive federal funds. For example, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin in programs or activities that receive federal funds. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, in turn, prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in “any education program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.” Title IX is often interpreted similarly to Title VI. Private parties seeking judicial enforcement of Title VI’s nondiscrimination protections must prove intentional discrimination. These laws, too, can overlap with other antidiscrimination laws. But they leave out all entities that do not receive such funds and establishing receipt of funds can be complicated.

A collection of other federal antidiscrimination laws exists but are less relevant to the types of discrimination against consumers addressed in this Article.
Finally, most states and localities have their own fair lending, fair housing, and public accommodations antidiscrimination statutes. Some state public accommodations laws are particularly broad, covering discriminatory conduct by nearly all business establishments. These state and local laws often mirror the protections provided by federal law, but cover more protected classes. Some of the more common additional protected classes include familial status, explicit coverage of sexual orientation, creed, explicit coverage of gender identity or gender expression, military/veteran status, source of income, disability, and pregnancy. Some but not all these laws permit disparate impact claims, and in most cases the question simply has not been authoritatively addressed.

**Resulting Gaps in Antidiscrimination Coverage**

The patchwork of laws described above leaves notable gaps in coverage. Some are obvious: ECOA applies to credit transactions only; it does not apply, for example, to non-credit transactions like opening deposit accounts without credit components, cashing checks, or predatory scams related to deceptive financial advisory services.

Other gaps are less obvious. Sticking with ECOA, questions inevitably arise when it comes to credit-adjacent and credit-like products, such as leases. Coverage questions also exist even when credit is clearly involved. ECOA broadly applies to “any aspect of a credit transaction.” At the same time, ECOA’s prohibitions are limited to discrimination against “applicants” and “prospective applicants,” which has created uncertainty about ECOA’s reach. As one example, creditors are prohibited from discouraging “prospective applicants,” but some regulatory materials have indicated that some marketing discrimination—such as pre-screened solicitations of potential applicants on a prohibited basis—may not violate ECOA. Similarly, ECOA only prohibits conduct by “creditors.” That term is defined broadly, including entities that regularly participate in a credit decision or regularly refer applicants or prospective applicants to creditors. But some agency materials have suggested that potential assignees “who establish[] underwriting guidelines for [their] purchases but [do] not influence individual credit decisions” would not be creditors subject to ECOA liability—despite the fact that such entities could effectively dictate the substance of credit decisions in entire markets.

To be sure, other existing antidiscrimination laws might apply where ECOA does not. For example, sections 1981 and 1982 prohibit discrimination in contracting and property transactions, respectively, which would cover deposit accounts and other non-credit products. But these laws have their own limitations: they are limited to intentional discrimination, they do not prohibit advertising or other representations that indicate discriminatory preferences, and they cover fewer protected classes. Perhaps more importantly, they are not enforced by federal regulatory agencies like the CFPB, FTC, or DOJ. That means if discriminatory conduct falls outside certain statutes (like ECOA for the CFPB and FTC, and ECOA and the FHA for other banking agencies), it is unregulated by federal agencies. That limitation is crucial: a significant amount of discriminatory conduct is uncovered
through federal investigations and supervision. Many of these agencies have at their disposal extensive pre-suit mechanisms like civil investigative demands and examination authority, which are substantially more robust than the limited investigative tools available to private litigants, especially where a private suit has not been filed or not yet survived a motion to dismiss. These agencies also do not face procedural litigation hurdles related to standing, forced arbitration, or limits on collective relief that are commonly invoked to stymie private enforcement of civil rights.

Similar limitations are present in state and local law. States have varying laws, and even more varying practices for enforcement. As in the federal context, discriminatory conduct that falls outside existing state law and enforcement mechanisms can essentially go unregulated by the states.

**Case Study: Student Financial Services**

Racial and national origin disparities are prevalent in financial markets related to higher education. Black and Latino student consumers—who are often less likely to rely on familial wealth to pay for their postsecondary education—take on student debt at a significantly higher rate than their white peers and face unique and substantial hardships in repayment; Black and Latino borrowers are more likely to struggle paying down balances and experience delinquency and default on their student loans. In the six years after starting school, one-in-three Black borrowers and one-in-five Latino borrowers have defaulted on a student loan compared to roughly one-in-ten white borrowers. Communities of color have also been targeted for abusive practices: there is evidence that private student loan companies target Black and Latino borrowers with high-cost, high risk products; debt collectors single out communities of color with illegal practices; loan servicers provide inferior service to borrowers of color, driving them into delinquency and default; and for-profit schools engage in reverse redlining practices that exploit students and communities of color.

The following examples illustrate where an unfairness-discrimination theory would cut through potential coverage questions and ensure regulators, states, and private parties have the legal tools to address disparities in these markets.

First, with respect to discriminatory conduct by schools themselves, there usually will be very strong arguments that these entities are “creditors” covered by ECOA. Many for-profit schools originate their own private student loans, and, even if they do not originate loans, they assist students with the loan process, satisfying ECOA’s requirement that a creditor “regularly arrange” for extensions of credit. However, contrary (and in our view incorrect) authority exists.
Second, some industry players have argued (again, in our view incorrectly) that newer higher education financing mechanisms, like income share agreements, are not “credit,” and thus outside the purview of ECOA. Similarly, schools could attempt to disguise credit as an account receivable, or otherwise attempt to obscure that amounts owed by students in bills or collections are in fact credit—practices similar to prior allegations against for-profit schools. There is also a long history in consumer financial services of entities attempting to disguise credit transactions to evade regulatory coverage; we can expect variations of these practices to continue, which will contribute to ambiguities.

Third are entities engaged in “financial advisory services.” To illustrate: the CFPB brought UDAAP claims against Global Financial Support, alleging Global charged consumers for a generic “financial aid” guidebook, despite consumers believing they were paying for help in actually applying for financial aid or being matched with opportunities tailored to meet their backgrounds. The court agreed with the CFPB that Global was a “covered person” subject to UDAAP because it provided “financial advisory services.” Had discrimination been at issue, it would have been less clear that Global was a “creditor,” creating uncertainty as to whether ECOA would have applied.

Fourth is third-party student loan debt collection, which might otherwise fall through cracks in antidiscrimination laws. Regulation B is clear that ECOA applies to post-origination conduct such as termination of credit and collection procedures. Some courts, however, have declined to apply ECOA where a loan or debt was assigned by the “creditor” to another party, unless the assignee participated in the original credit decision or the applicant subsequently applied for credit with the assignee. That limitation could leave discrimination by third-party student loan debt collectors unregulated, despite warning signs that potential discrimination in debt collection exists. For example, the CFPB has identified discrimination in debt settlement practices in other markets, and a recent report issued by the Student Borrower Protection Center (“SBPC”) and others found a striking pattern of debt collection lawsuits being filed disproportionately in communities of color. Because engaging in debt collection related to any consumer financial product or service makes an entity a covered person subject to CFPB’s UDAAP authority, such gaps would be covered.

Fifth are organizations that maintain and sell information on college students, such as the National Student Clearinghouse (“NSC”) and MeasureOne. Absent unique circumstances, these entities are unlikely to qualify as “creditors” under ECOA. However, the SBPC has urged the CFPB to supervise the NSC as a consumer reporting agency (“CRA”), similar to Equifax, TransUnion, and Experian. Collecting, analyzing, maintaining, or providing consumer reporting information can qualify an entity as a “covered person” subject to UDAAP authority. We are not aware of any existing discriminatory practices by such entities related to student information. But discriminatory practices, of course, could exist in these CRAs. For example, in a recent decision, Connecticut Fair Housing Center v. CoreLogic Rental Property Solutions, LLC, 478 F. Supp. 3d 259 (D. Conn. 2020), the court permitted FHA disparate impact and disparate treatment claims against a CRA to proceed past summary
judgment. There is no reason to believe discrimination does not occur in student-related markets or that relevant CRA-like entities that sell student information should be immune from antidiscrimination prohibitions.
The Interpretive Case for Unfairness-Discrimination Claims

The Statutory Text and Interpretive Guardrails

The most straightforward reading of a statute is often the best. As noted, under both the FTC and Dodd-Frank statutes, a practice is unfair if it is: (1) likely to cause substantial injury to consumers; (2) which is not reasonably avoidable; and (3) that is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or competition. In the words of Commissioner Chopra: “[d]iscriminatory practices often are three for three.” It’s hard to argue against that conclusion.

Beginning with the plain text, discrimination and unfairness are often synonymous. The term “unfair” has been used for decades to describe discrimination based on protected classes. Foundational antidiscrimination laws like the “Fair Housing Act” and “Fair Lending” laws reflect this usage. This is true for both disparate treatment and disparate impact: as the Supreme Court stated in Griggs Duke Power Co., when it first approved disparate impact liability, the foundational employment discrimination statute “proscribes not only overt discrimination but also practices that are fair in form, but discriminatory in operation.” Courts use similar language today: “[I]n disparate-impact cases, effect, not motivation, is the touchstone because a thoughtless housing practice can be as unfair to minority rights as a willful scheme.” This relationship between discrimination and fairness is intuitive and ubiquitous; discrimination easily fits within the plain text of the operative term “unfair.”

Of course, under the Dodd-Frank Act or the FTC Act, an act or practice cannot be considered “unfair” unless it satisfies the three statutory elements. Discrimination allegations will ordinarily readily do so. First, viable discrimination claims nearly always involve substantial injury to consumers. The FTC has interpreted this to mean not “trivial or merely speculative harms,” but instead, generally, monetary harm. Discrimination claims—whether disparate treatment or disparate impact—can easily satisfy this requirement. In most cases, the alleged
injury is not only the discrimination standing alone (although perhaps the case could be made for these injuries in certain cases), but rather the economic consequences of such discrimination (e.g., paying higher fees, the opportunity costs associated with discriminatory credit denials, and the like). These harms fall neatly into the consumer injury prong, as interpreted by the FTC and CFPB.

Second, discriminatory harms are generally unavoidable by consumers. The requirement that the harm cannot be reasonably avoidable exists because the “marketplace is self-correcting; it is governed by consumer choice and the ability of individual consumers to make their own private decisions without regulatory intervention.” The CFPB therefore looks to whether the practice “interferes with [consumers’] ability to effectively make decisions or to take action to avoid injury.” This prong is essentially satisfied by definition in cases of discrimination. Where a product or service is denied entirely for discriminatory reasons, there is nothing a consumer can do to avoid the harm. Similarly, in cases of steering into an inferior product or service, a consumer will generally not even know of the discrimination. Accordingly, discrimination is an “obstacle to the free exercise of consumer decision-making,” because consumers are almost never in a position to take action to avoid the injury.

The final prong of the unfairness standard looks at whether the injury is outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or competition. The FTC has explained that this analysis is conducted against the reality that business practices “entail a mixture of economic and other costs and benefits for purchasers…. The Commission is aware of these tradeoffs and will not find that a practice unfairly injures consumers unless it is injurious in its net effects.” This prong, too, dovetails neatly with discrimination claims. Most defendants would be reluctant even to articulate an argument that intentional discrimination against an historically protected class is justified by countervailing benefits to competition or consumers, let alone be able to make a compelling case.

Disparate impact claims, too, align with the third unfairness prong, because a practice that fails the three-step disparate impact analysis is unlikely to be outweighed by benefits to consumers or competition. The second step of the disparate impact analysis asks whether a practice with a disparate impact satisfies a legitimate business need. If not, disparate impact liability will lie. The third prong of the unfairness test would be satisfied as well because there likely is no reasonable argument that a discriminatory practice with no business justification
benefits consumers or competition. Along similar lines, the third step of the disparate impact analysis asks whether the legitimate business need could be achieved with a less discriminatory alternative practice. If a less discriminatory alternative exists, then disparate impact liability will lie because the discriminatory effect of the practice could have been avoided consistent with business needs. That step encompasses a mix of economic and other costs and benefits, as does the third step of the unfairness analysis. A practice that meaningfully benefits consumers or competition can be a type of business need. However, if no benefits can be shown, both disparate impact and unfairness liability would flow. If there are meaningful benefits, in the form of lower prices, or wider availability of products, but the harms of the practice can be avoided, it would still be considered an unfair practice, and would likewise fail at the third prong of the disparate impact analysis.\(^78\)

Finally, the FTC has explained that in evaluating unfairness, it also considers whether the conduct “violates public policy as it has been established by statute, common law, industry practice, or otherwise,” because such information can provide “additional evidence on the degree of consumer injury caused by specific practices.”\(^79\) This consideration weighs heavily in favor of interpreting unfairness to encompass discrimination claims. The existence of antidiscrimination principles prohibiting discrimination on the basis of traditionally-protected classes such as race, national origin, religion, and sex have been engraved for decades in statutes and judicial decisions—precisely the sorts of formal sources noted by the FTC.\(^80\) Few would question that the prohibitions against discrimination on at least these core grounds reflect established and widely-shared public policy. These rules are also easily administered and ascertainable: agencies and courts at the state and federal level already apply them under the existing antidiscrimination laws and there is no reason to think application would be more complicated in other contexts.

In short, the definition of unfairness, under UDA(A)P statutes, comfortably includes discrimination.

**Protected Classes**

The unfairness-discrimination theory would require identifying protected classes because they are not enumerated in the FTC or Dodd-Frank Acts. This scenario, however, would not be unique; other antidiscrimination laws have been interpreted to apply to classifications not expressly enumerated.\(^81\)

In federal law, not all existing antidiscrimination laws protect the same classes, but there is a strong argument that any federally-protected class should be covered by UDA(A)P laws as long as the three statutory unfairness prongs are met. For example, the FHA and ECOA both prohibit discrimination based on race, national origin, religion, and sex. At a minimum, these core protected classes—common across many federal antidiscrimination statutes—should be protected by the unfairness-discrimination theory. The FHA also prohibits disability and familial status discrimination. ECOA does not, but it does prohibit age, receipt of public assistance, and marital status discrimination (which the FHA does not). Discrimination based on characteristics that are not uniform but
Discrimination is “unfair” commonly protected in federal law—for example disability and age—will also likely satisfy the three unfairness prongs, and so the default rule should be that these are protected as well. Entities should not be surprised that they are prohibited from discriminating against these historically-protected classes.82

Some state laws cover even more protected classes, such as military and veteran status. Assuming discrimination on these additional grounds would satisfy the three unfairness prongs (and in many cases there is good reason to think they would), whether additional classes should nonetheless be carved out from UDA(A)P protection likely depends on a range of considerations such as whether there are strong arguments that such discrimination would not violate public policy, existing protections under federal and state law, counter-arguments for legitimate reasons to discriminate on those grounds in certain contexts, and the like. At bottom, entities that want to discriminate on certain grounds already protected by federal or state law in other contexts should make the case why such discrimination should not also be prohibited by UDA(A)P laws. Those practical business-judgment arguments would best inform the public policy considerations in the unfairness analysis. If entities are not willing to (or cannot effectively) make that case, the classes should also be protected.

Disparate Impact-Specific Considerations

While the plain text, and principles gleaned from historic applications of that text, are consistent with applying the unfairness-discrimination theory—and in this sense, at a minimum, prohibitions on unfairness are prohibitions against intentional discrimination—disparate impact warrants additional consideration. After all, not all explicit antidiscrimination statutes contemplate disparate impact claims. The best roadmap for whether a statute can encompass such claims is the Supreme Court’s decision in Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project, Inc., 576 U.S. 519 (2015), in which the Court confirmed that the FHA permits disparate impact claims.83

The Court’s analysis began with the statutory text. It instructed that antidiscrimination statutes “must be constructed to encompass disparate-impact claims when their text refers to the consequences of actions and not just the mindset of actors.”84 This type of language is sufficient on its own to indicate an antidiscrimination statute encompasses disparate impact. “Unfairness” claims do not include any scienter or intent requirements.85 The statutory language defining an “unfair” practice is entirely focused on consumer injury, which is a quintessential effect; there is no reference to the mindset of actors.86 This key prong, then, is satisfied.

This textual interpretation is “consistent with [the] statutory purpose[s].”87 As discussed above, application of disparate impact fits well with the purposes of the FTC and Dodd-Frank Acts, as well as the unfairness guardrails and principles articulated by the implementing agencies. Provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act also strongly support the interpretation. In particular, the Dodd-Frank Act amended a section of the Truth in Lending Act, authorizing the CFPB to prescribe regulations to prohibit “abusive or unfair lending practices that promote disparities among
consumers of equal credit worthiness but of different race, ethnicity, gender, or age.” This is the classic language of disparate impact, demonstrating that practices can be unfair because they are discriminatory. Other sections of Dodd-Frank similarly support this interpretation. Dodd-Frank, for example, directed the CFPB to monitor for risks to support its rulemaking and other functions, including directing it to consider “the extent, if any, to which the risks of a consumer financial product or service may disproportionately affect traditionally underserved consumers.” That language, which is not limited to credit-related products or services, mirrors traditional disparate impact descriptions.

In the end, we come back to where we began: the most straightforward reading of the statute is that it encompasses discrimination, including disparate impact. That interpretation is consistent with principles guiding historical application of unfairness claims, and it is supported by statutory context. Application of disparate impact principles is also consistent with Supreme Court guidance regarding when disparate impact is cognizable under antidiscrimination laws.

Assessing the Benefits Across Categories of Unfairness-Discrimination Claims

This unfairness-discrimination application offers benefits in several scenarios. First, it extends protections to areas where challenged practices would not be unfair absent the discrimination. Consider, for example, a CRA with a policy of subjecting white students’ complaints of inaccurate information to more robust investigation than the complaints of Black students. Or consider a bank that imposed more rigorous requirements for opening a deposit account or cashing a check for protected groups. In both cases, the discriminatory treatment creates substantial injury to the disfavored group. Nonetheless, absent a UDA(A)P-discrimination theory, the CFPB could be powerless to address either scenario because the challenged practices—the CRA’s investigation procedures or the bank’s account-opening requirements—might not be considered “unfair” if applied equally to all consumers. It is the discriminatory treatment, in combination with the resulting harm suffered by the disfavored group (e.g., the inability to access credit because of inaccurate information or the denial of a deposit account), that defines the substantial injury.

This class of cases is particularly important for disparate impact allegations. For example, imagine a third-party student loan debt collector with a policy of settling for less payment with, or not pursuing, debtors in certain zip codes on the theory that residents in those areas would effectively negotiate for lower settlements anyway. Although the debt collector’s policy is likely to disproportionately harm protected groups given patterns of residential segregation, it is not clear it would be considered an unfair practice absent the disparate-impact concern.
Second, there may be circumstances in which a practice would be unfair (or otherwise a UDA(A)P) even absent the discrimination. Consider a recent suit by the CFPB, in partnership with Virginia, Massachusetts, and New York, against Libre by Nexus, Inc. The CFPB alleged that Libre engaged in deceptive and abusive acts by “prey[ing] on immigrants, primarily Hispanics, who speak little or no English and are being held in federal detention centers” by luring them “through a series of false and misleading statements about its programs, pressuring them to sign abusive, English-only contracts that bind the immigrants to years of exorbitant monthly payments.” The complaint does not include allegations of discrimination, although the language above alludes to potential discrimination against Hispanics. If those allegations were more explicit, the case might have also been pursued under a theory of “reverse redlining,” which generally requires a showing that an entity: (1) offered a predatory or unfair product or practice; and (2) either the entity intentionally targeted that product or practice based on a protected class or that there was a disparate impact on that basis. The alleged deceptive and abusive conduct by Libre would almost certainly trigger the first prong of that test.

What, though, would the discrimination piece add to such claims? Two things. First, there is crucial signaling and remediation value to treating civil rights violations as civil rights violations. Remedial and prospective policy responses that do not treat these abuses as civil rights issues will fall short of providing historically disadvantaged consumers and communities of color adequate redress and preventing future exploitative practices. At a minimum, entities—including state actors that have a more robust history of bringing unfairness actions than discrimination actions—should consider the discriminatory effects of unfair practices when framing and resolving cases. Over the past decade state and federal consumer protection officials have developed experience applying UDAP law to address a range of abuses by for-profit schools, including practices alleged to disproportionately harm Black, Latino, and female students. The application of an unfairness-discrimination theory to these firms and these practices would follow this path, while more explicitly acknowledging the discriminatory effects of these abuses.

Second, unfairness-discrimination should serve to enhance penalties, including civil money penalties (“CMPS”). Section 1055(c)(2) of the Dodd-Frank Act sets forth a three-tiered framework for maximum CMPS the CFPB may assess. Maximum daily CMPS are $25,000 where a person “recklessly” engages in a violation, and up to $1,000,000 a day when a person “knowingly” violates the law. Evidence of intentional discrimination should
move defendants into those higher tiers. It should also serve to counter potential mitigating factors. The Dodd-Frank Act directs the CFPB to consider factors such as good faith, the gravity of the violation, severity of risks to consumers, and “such other matters as justice may require.” The existence of discrimination should weigh against favorable consideration of those criteria.

Finally, the unfairness-discrimination theory is not undermined by the fact that: (1) it would fill gaps left by more explicit existing laws; or (2) it would prohibit conduct already prohibited by those laws. It is well settled both that a UDA(A)P “may also violate other federal or state laws” and that “a transaction that is in technical compliance with other federal or state laws may nevertheless violate the prohibition against UDAAPs.” The agencies already use UDA(A)P to fill in gaps left by more explicit laws. For example, the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (“FDCPA”) makes it illegal for debt collectors to, among other things, engage in unfair or unconscionable practices. But the FDCPA generally only applies to third-party debt collectors, such as collection agencies and debt purchasers, not creditors collecting their own debts. The CFPB has made clear that UDAAP fills that significant gap in the FDCPA, extending FDCPA-like protections to entities collecting their own debts. Similarly, the agencies commonly pursue UDA(A)P violations, even if the UDA(A)P application overlaps with other federal or state laws. The unfairness-discrimination theory is no different than these historic applications of unfairness.

Opportunities for Agency Action

In many cases, agencies and states could pursue the unfairness-discrimination theory immediately through supervision or enforcement. As discussed, most applications of the unfairness-discrimination theory flow from a straightforward interpretation of the unfairness laws. Where state law allows, private parties could enforce rights through private rights of action. Particularly in cases with strong evidence of intentional discrimination against traditionally protected classes, defenses that entities did not have sufficient notice of this application of unfairness statutes are unlikely to be persuasive.

The federal agencies with administrative authority over the unfairness laws should also pursue complementary regulatory actions. First, they could issue guidance or interpretive rules that do not require notice-and-comment rulemaking in which they formally adopt this construction and advise entities of how the agencies intend to exercise their supervisory and enforcement authorities in this area. That type of announcement has the benefit of reminding entities of their non-discrimination obligations and obviating any potential fair-notice defense that an entity might attempt in future supervision or enforcement actions. This type of clarification also facilitates
enforcement of the Dodd-Frank Act by state attorneys general and enforcement agencies that might be reluctant to be first movers advancing the unfairness-discrimination application.103 And, this guidance can play an important deterrent effect: notice of this application can prompt entities to adopt and extend policies, procedures, and compliance systems designed to mitigate risks, even if enforcement is not prioritized or widespread.

Second, the agencies—particularly the CFPB—could issue notice-and-comment rules formalizing the unfairness-discrimination application. Notice-and-comment rulemaking would make the interpretation eligible for *Chevron* deference, meaning that reviewing courts must accept the unfairness-discrimination interpretation absent holding the interpretation is unambiguously precluded by the unfairness statutes (which, as we have discussed, it is not).104 A notice-and-comment rulemaking would also afford the agencies the opportunity to articulate substantive, detailed standards and requirements for compliance, which administrative law principles might limit them from articulating through less formal guidance. These three vehicles—immediate enforcement in strong cases, agency guidance, and notice-and-comment rulemaking—are complementary and could be pursued sequentially or simultaneously.
Conclusion

The Biden administration and agencies like the CFPB and FTC should not shy away from legal theories that further their important goals of addressing discrimination and racial equity across markets. The unfairness-discrimination theory is an arrow in that quiver.
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